
Can we give him emotions?

Why would we? There’s no 
need, emotions are useless!

Really? So when Maya is crying, does 
mummy keep yelling at her?

Hmm no.

And what do you do?
I comfort her.

So you see, emotions have great value for our 
survival. It’s useful because it helps us to avoid 

danger by modifying our reactions such as cardiac 
rhythm, and actions: living in a group instead of 

alone.

Yes, emotions can blur our judgment! 
It’s important that we use reason and 

logic.
Come on! Did you make use of reason 
(and implement it) when Final Fantasy 
XV came out and you played all day, 
even though you had your dissertation 
to complete?

Anger: to give energy to tackle 
an obstacle or a challenge

Disgust: to take distance  
from bad situations or people

Sadness: to enable us to 
integrate into a group (again)

Surprise: to be prepared 
for an unknown event

Joy: to better integrate 
ourselves into a group

Fear: to �ee from danger

Don’t be fooled, emotions are integrated in our decision making 
system.  Now, with Robi, I think I need to program him to be 

better and smarter, so that he can help you girls improve your 
better to improve your emotional skills.

Our what?

* Final Fantasy XV : a video game

An emotion always creates a physical reaction, that’s what separates emotions from feelings. 6 basics emotions were 
described by Paul Ekman. In his research, he stretched and warped an individual's face muscles to create fake emotions. 
He then presented these emotions to see if anyone could recognize them. Later on, another researcher, Jaak Panksepp 
described what these basic emotions aimed to achieve:

These reactions are useful, but in certain contexts they are less desirable

Use and Control of Emotions



IdentifyTo learn to identify, use, express, understand and regulate your emotions, in order to behave appropriately and 
e�ectively to each situation!, use, express, understand and regulate your emotions

An emotion is identi�ed by the following 
components: cognitive, physiological and 
motivational.

“heart beating quickly, big smile and 
walking in circle = huge joy” : these 

are paraverbal (non verbal) 
information that identical across 

Should I remind him about 
his dissertation?

To express
Give yourself some time to express the emotion and 

then...

Express your emotions here, and then get 
to work on your dissertation. Later on, you 

can get back to your emotions.

Hmm ok

To use
express your emotions to create 
social link.

Oh a necklace made 
of spaghetti, thank 

you Maya!

Do you like 
it?

She looks happy.

To understand

She may have spent a lot of 
time doing that, I am so proud 

of her.

To regulate?

Think of how stressed you will be 
tomorrow if you don’t work now 

and only have fun So?

Ok I will do my best 
grand ma.

If you can identify an emotion, express it and understand it, then 
this will make life a bit easier. Emotions are natural, and they are 
useful for us! However, emotions should be short-live. If they  last 
more than few seconds then you can intervene and take control of 
your emotions.

There are 3 components you can use to learn to deal with your 
emotions: cognitive, physiological and motivational.

For example, you can: 
 - Cognitive: Take another point of view:  
 what is positive or negative in the situation?
 - Physiological: Control your emotional reaction: 
 breathe, meditate, relax
 - Motivational: Think and Revive in your head positives 
 moments to compensate for a negative biological response.

Now Robi, few tips to help them modify their 
emotional state.
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